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Rabindra Jayanti Celebrations  

On the 7th May , the students and teachers of the primary wing celebrated the 
starting of the 150th birth  anniversary celebration of Gurudev Rabindranath 
Tagore. He was a poet, philosopher, musician, writer and educationist. They 
students spoke about his early life, achievements and his famous works. The 
celebration  concluded with a dance by students of classes IV and V. The overall 
participation was overwhelming. 

SPIC MACAY 

On 30th April TIS.VV.  Was the privileged venue for a Superb Odyssey 
performance under the ages of  SPICMACAY.  Smt. Madhavi Mudgal, 
renowned exponent of this artistic dance form enthralled the young 
audience with her varied repertoire of expressions. Accompanied by a 
talented team of musicians, who asserted her to create a perfect 
atmosphere for the students to imbibe the finer nuances of the 
performances. 
An acclaimed danseuse Madhavi Mudgal is a recipient of enumerable 
awards and has performed at various prestigious venues .Sheer 
involvement in the Odyssey dance form, was evident in her performance as 
well as the question answer session that preceded the lecture and demonstration. 

 Poetry Competition  

The K.G. poetry competition was held on 28th April’10. The children recited 
the rhymes both in English and Hindi. They used props, voice, modulation 
and appropriate actions while reciting. The poems were well recited. 

 

Book Week 2010 

With the initiative and support of our Principal and the Library 
librarians, we celebrated the Book Week from the 26th April to 1st 
May 2010. With full vigour and enthusiasm. In this week-long 
event, the students of different classes used their imagination and 
creativity and had fun doing the various activities. Apart from these, 
the Scholastic Book Fair was also held where books were available 
for one and all. “Meet the Authors” sessions were also organized. 
“Story of Book”, a workshop by Ms. Atiya Zaidi was also held on 30th 
April 2010 for students of classes VI-VII.The other events were: 

Class I-                 “Book Flix”- Workshop on 26th April 
Class II-                Play it right- A quiz on Fairy Tales 
Class III-               Mask making on any book character 
Class IV-               Promotion for a book 
Class V-                “Picture This”- Students created stories around pictures collected by them. 
Class VI-               Fairy Tales- writing on any character from any Fairy Tale 
Class VII-             Pick and choose 
Class VIII-            Quiz on books and authors 
Class IX-              Favourite Character  



“ Reading maketh a man”. With this in mind, students had fun reading during the Book Week. 
  

Nursery recitation Competition 

Recitation Competition for nursery class was held on 27th April 2010.. 
Children participated with a lot of enthusiasm. Props were used by the 
children. It was wonderful to see the young ones perform on the stage 
with so much of confidence. 

 

EARTH DAY 

In its effort to sensitize students on the need to protect the Planet Earth, our 
school renewed its commitment to build a cleaner and healthier environment 
on Earth Day, the 22nd April. Inspiring speeches, poems and songs focussed 
on why nature, spreading joy in all its exotic manifestations, needs to be 
respected and cared for. The students were made aware how each can make 
a significant contribution if only they were more responsible. 

Students of Class IX, with banners and placards, joined hands with other 
schools at Dilli Haat, spreading the message of making everyday Earth day. Also a special project ‘Every 
Bit Counts’ was started by the students of the Speech and Drama Class of VIII and IX. Waste collection in 
plastic bottles from individual classrooms on a weekly basis, and its recycling was the highlight of the 
project, that would be continued over the year. 

 Turncoat for classes IV & V 

On 21st April classes IV & V participated in the turncoat competition. The 
children spoke in favour and against the topic. They exhibited good 
preparation and depth of knowledge of the subject thereby making the event 
lively and interesting. The children impressed everyone with their talent and 
confidence. 

 

Poem Recitation for classes I, II & III 

The session 2010-11 took off with the first extra curricular event on Poetry 
Recitation by students of classes I, II & III. The event was a mixture of fun 
and serious preparation by the students in the true spirit of the proverb “all 
work and no play makes jack a dull boy”. The children performed with 
enthusiasm and exhibited a hitherto unknown talent for recitation. 

 

  A music workshop by Italian musician /singer & 
composer -Mr. Andrea Camerini was organised in school under  
CHINH India on 20th April 2010 

 Chinh India is a unique initiative by the founders Meenakshi and Vinay Rai-national 
award winning film and culture activists to inculcate taste for quality children 
programme and to generate awareness about new genre, innovations and formats 



linking education with culture and development issues among children. 

This year ,the highlights of Chinh India were workshops on film making and the 4th Chinh India kids festival. The students of 
Tagore International School took part in these workshops and contributed actively as National  and International Jury 
members in the festival. 

One of the workshop held in TIS Vasant Vihar in May was on Animation Film Making under the guidance of award winning 
Animator Albert Radl from Germany. 

“It was an amazing experience as we had to make our own puppets with wires,clay, cloth,leaves and thus got to use a 
different drill machine too.We made the scenary and made our story board and got to learn the process of making animated 
movies which also included photography and editing.” said SOUMYA SINGH CHAUDHARY of class V C. 

GROWING UP WITH BIODIVERSITY--- 3 days film making wokshop was held in National Museum of Natural 
History(NMNH) as a part of innovative media literacy initiative by CHINH Early Education  Web Channel. Dr.B.Venugopal, 
Director of NMNH felicitated our school students for being a part of this initiative.  

 

No Tobacco Campaign  

Crouching and sneaking through the narrow lanes –were all of us 
surprised to see unsatisfactory and inadequate living conditions. 
This is a report regarding our excursion to the Dharali slum area in 
South Delhi. A group of eight students was  given a golden 
opportunity to see the two ends of life.We found it difficult to imagine 
how people could live in such unhygienic and filthy conditions. 
This eye-opening visit was a part of the ‘No Tobacco’ campaign by 
HRIDAY-SHAN, an NGO. We were assisted by one of their guides as 
well, who helped us navigate through the maze like lanes and by 

lanes. He also kept informing us about the way people lived ,the things they did for their livelihood, their 
social lives and loads of other relevant information. 
This particular area was near Saket. As one comes out of the slums, one can see luxury cars zooming 
around. It is intriguing to see how two groups of the same society-completely different from one another, 
both socially and financially, correlated in one piece of land. 

 

Orientation for Nursery 

Orientation programme was held for Nursery class parents on 27th 
March,2010. The Principal Mrs. Madhulika Sen addressed the 
parents and gave them a brief introduction about the school. She 
introduced the faculty members to the parents. Later, Mrs. Neera 
Chopra, the school academic counsellor talked about healthy 
upbringing of the child. Slideshow on various school activities was 
the main attraction. 

 Orientation for students of KG 

The orientation for KG parents was held on Monday,29th March 2010.The parents were shown a short film 
showcasing the many achievements of the school. The Principal spoke at length about the values and the 
ideals that the school stands for. Her speech was followed by a slideshow presented by Mrs. Neera Chopra 
where she emphasized on the role parents play in the child’s education. The parents then move to the 
respective classes and interacted with the class teacher. 



 

Orientation for Primary classes 

Orientation for parents of students from the primary classes highlighted the aspects of the school. The 
Principal also emphasized on Art Pursuit and Club Activities being chosen as per the capability and interest 
and an assurance given that the inherent talent will be developed further culminating a presentation. 
Emphasizing that the school always aims at all-round development of each child, she also reiterated that 
the ample opportunities are provided to them to develop not only academically but also emotionally, 
aesthetically, physically and socially. An earnest request to parents to be ideal role models for their wards 
was also made by her so that they imbibe qualities of punctuality, integrity and cleanliness. They were 
also requested to provide healthy home-made tiffins to discourage their wards from unnecessary 
expenditure in the cafeteria which is no substitute for home food. 

 ORDINA@TRIX, The Computer Festival  

Ordina@trix , the Annual Computer Festival pioneered by Tagore 
International school, Vasant Vihar, went into its eighth successful 
year on 22 July 2010. One of the biggest computer festivals 
hosted in Delhi, the event provides a platform to students from 
classes I to XII to display their technical wizardry in a variety of 
computer related events. 
 
Theming it “Break Free” this year, the event focussed on using 
freewares to make movies and morph pictures. Over 26 schools of 
the capital and the NCR region, along with participants from the Jinyuan High School, Shanghai, China and 
from Muscat participated in the grand event, breaking free geographical boundaries and barriers. To hone 
talent and to help each participant explore as well as learn through their experience, the computer 
department of the school planned a range of innovative events for the day, thus setting new trends. The 
events included Cine@ad@trix or movie-making where participants had to make a short movie with an 
advertisement on a given topic, Morph@trix, wherein morphing skills were tested, Presen@trix which 
opened new avenues for children from classes 3 to 5 animation, each event thus targeting a specific age 
group. The judges for the event included eminent personalities of the likes of Ms. Manju Singh, Mr. Pankaj 
Malik, Mr. Puneet Makhija, Mr. Ashok Kumar, Mr. Jaswinder Singh and Mr. Ravi Sinha.  
 
Besides awarding the first, second and third prizes for individual events, an overall mega prize was also 
awarded to the school which scored the highest points. This year’s mega prize which was a Sony digital 
camera was awarded to DPS R K Puram.  

Class presentation by Nursery on 23rd July2010 

   

 

 

 



WORDS WORTH-THE ANNUAL LITERARY FESTIVAL  

Tagore International School, Vasant Vihar hosted its Annual 
Literary Festival - Wordsworth on 27th July’10. A first- of -its -kind 
inter-school event which went into its fifth year this day, the event 
had an overwhelming participation of over 30 elite schools of Delhi. 
Marking the 150th centenary of Rabindra Nath Tagore, the events 
emphasized on selections from the literary works of the great poet 
and dramatist. What resulted was an insight into the great works of 
the Noble Laureate and an enriching learning experience for the 
participants as well as the audience. With a plethora of literary pursuits, there seemed to be a creative 
atmosphere around. An august jury comprising five eminent personalities from the fields of education and 
performing arts judged the participants who  vied for the top honors in the various categories. 

The event was characterized by originality and creativity in each of the specified genres.  The major 
events were Vers-e-tile- focusing on exquisitely delivered poetic expressions, Vis-a-vis which explored 
the untapped regions of designing book covers as well as reviewing fictitious plots of stories of the great 
novelist and his contemporaries. The innovative addition INNACT focusing on dramatic interpretations of 
the popular plays. was a hot favorite with all The participants left no stone unturned in their quest for 
excellence The event was  appreciated wholeheartedly  and the Best Team Trophy was clinched by St. 
Paul’s School. 
  
Students from classes I- IX visited Japanese school and interacted with them as they went through their daily 
schedule on 21st July 2010 

   

Collage Making Competition 

On 15th July, students of classes I and II participated in a collage 
making competition. The little ones were no less. They made beautiful 
collages and participated enthusiastically. It was a breathtaking 
display of colours, patterns and ideas. The efforts of the children were 
praiseworthy indeed! 

Mask making Competition 

On 14th July , the students of classes III, IV and V Participated in the 
mask making competition. The theme was characters from 
Rabindranath’s stories/poems. Students came out with brilliant 
innovative and creative ideas. It was an interclass competition and each child participated with 
enthusiasm. It was a display of creative artwork with colourful hues.  

Singing Competition  

Interclass singing competition was held on 13th July 2010. The children sang in proper rhythm along with 
natural body movements generating enthusiasm in an overall collaborative effort. Singing competition for 



the nursery class was held on the 12th July 2010. Children participated with enthusiasm. They also used 
colourful props. It was wonderful to see the young ones perform on the stage confidently. Barbie song 
sung Navya Sharma was the main attraction. The competition was judged by Kiran Ma’am and Aastha 
ma’am. 
  

20 students from Da Giao primary school in Singapore visited school and interacted with our 
students on 30th Aug. 2010 

            

Students of Class VIII paid tribute to the Music legend, Michael Jackson on his Birth 
Anniversary  on 29th Aug.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

X A students supported and spread awareness about  the drive for  Clean Yamuna and Clean 
Delhi as a part of their NSS programme on 26th Aug. 2010 

    

 

 

 

                      



Classes IV & V had their salad making and dressing competition on 18th 
Aug. 201 

 

 

 

HridayShaan Walk  

On 18th August 2010, students of class IX-B went on a community walk in the 
vicinity of VasantVihar. It was a walk based on health awareness, but the main 
stress was on heart problems and tobacco consumption, but other health issues 
weren’t ignored either. 

 It was a silent walk without any slogan shouting shouting to avoid any 
inconvenience to the residents. An interesting incident happened during the walk. We met a doctor who 
was in media category of a hospital and had himself organised many such walks. He is currently working 
with one of India’s best doctors. He was impressed and he gave us pamphlets and even took our picture. 

 Those were the days -- a nostalgic event presented by the students 
of classes VIII-X of Speech & Drama club on 14th Aug.2010  

An event was organised at Tagore International School on 14th August 2010 
by the students of classes Eighth, Ninth and Tenth under the able guidance 
of Mr. Stephen Marrazi. This event was organised to have a look on the 
good old days of elder people. The students had collected all kinds of items 
which were more than fifty years old. These were accumulated and 

showcased with a little bit of history behind each item making the event a truly enjoyable experience. The 
articles that were accumulated included things like a gramophone, a manual telephone, a telegram from 
the British era, old copper and brass utensils etc. The parents and visitors lauded the effort of the 
children. After this event the theatre students of class VIII spread out a canteen menu for the visitors. It 
was followed by a fashion pageant, drama and a magic show by the students of class IX. The final activity 
of the day was a mime show put up by the students of class X. This unique was a grand success. 

Primary school children celebrated 63 yrs. of Independence through a cultural programme 
which was  entertaining as well as  inspiring 

   

INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS 

 
The school celebrated the event with patriotic fervor and enthusiasm. Colours of India were depicted aptly 
in the foyer where children were welcomed with sketches of our freedom fighters and reminders of the 



sacrifices made by them. A speech on ‘Redefining Independence’ set the mood of the day. The theme was 
Freedom-At what price? It  made the students aware that this freedom was not for free. The event also 
marked the Investiture Ceremony. The Chief Guest for the occasion was -the Deputy Chief of Army 
Staff, Lt. Gen Chetinder Singh  Sandhu, AVSM, VSM, SM, who formally inducted the members into the 
School Cabinet. He administered the oath to the Cabinet members, who solemnly vowed to uphold the 
dignity of their office and to carry out  duties responsibly, keeping in mind the values of the school. The 
Achala Nadgir Award was awarded to Meghna Sridhar by the Chief Guest for being adjudged the best 
student of the year for the session 2009-2010. A patriotic group song and an Inter-house Dance 
competition with the theme of Fusion was also part of the event. 

As a befitting sequel to the ceremony, The Chief Guest spoke on the importance of inculcating good values 
like respect, hard work and a sense of responsibility in order to build on the legacy our forefathers. In a 
lighter vein he also stressed on the significance of making school days enjoyable and memorable. 

Inter House Dance Competition  

The highlight of the Independence Day celebration was the Inter House  dance 
competition. The theme for this year’s competition was “Fusion”. Each house 
depicted the theme with excellent choreographed dance performances with 
vibrant footsteps and colourful costumes. The students blended the classical forms 
of dance with the contemporary style with great ease. Shanti House emerged as 
winners of the competition. 

  

Investiture ceremony of the new cabinet was held on 13th Aug. with  
Lt. General Chetinder Singh Sandhu (AVSM,SM,VSM,DCITS(DOT)) gracing the ocassion as the 
chief guest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Dussehra was celebrated by burning Ravana in  the school on 30th 
Sep.2010 

    

 

 

 



                                                                  Quiz 

The annual Quiz contest was conducted brilliantly and thoroughly 
enjoyed by the students of classes IIIrd- Vth. There were 6 
teams who responded very enthusiastically to the questions 
asked. The host covered national as well as international topics. 

There were six rounds of questions, each round dealt with a 
different topic. The favourite round was the audio visual round. 
The audience was also kept involved as the unanswered 
questions were passed to them. There were a few dedicated 
questions for the audience as well. A token prize was given to 
the child who gave the correct answer from the audience. All in 
all, it was a fruitful and informative activity for the teachers and 

students alike. 

 Talent Hunt 

The annual event “Talent Hunt” for the Primary Section was held on 15th September. The main categories 
were mono acting, vocal singing, dance and instrumental music. 

The enthusiasm of the young performers was infectious. The girls were dressed in colourful attires for the 
dances . The boys with their synthesizers hanging around their shoulders looked supremely confident. It 
almost appeared as the sets of the talent shows – India’s Got Talent. Each and every performance was 
amazing; the audience had as much fun watching the performance as the artists.  
  

HINDI DIVAS  

Students of Tagore International School, Vasant Vihar were 
exposed to the finest expressions in the Hindi language on the 
occasion of Hindi Diwas on 14th September’10,  speaking volumes of 
the schools’ emphasis on the mother tongue. Celebrating the 150th 
anniversary of Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore, the event aimed to 
make the students aware about the great works of the Nobel 
Laureate. The program had as its Chief Guest Ms. Sharda Chawla 
from Madhuban Publishing House, who lit the ceremonial lamp along 
with the HOD Ms. Archana Chauhan.  A Kathak dance recital by Ishita 
Katiyal and Didla Hima Bindhu of class VII set the mood for more 
events to come. The Inter – House competitions organized on that 
day had students from each of the four houses of classes VI to VIII stage one act plays based on short 
stories written by the renowned poet. While Ekta House, with caste system as their theme, performed 
Chandalika,  Shakti House brought out the follies of the education system in a humorous adaptation of the 
story ‘The Parrot.’ Pragati House dramatized ‘A Patriot’ while Shanti House performed Upanagupta. Each 
enactment transported the audience to the bygone era with apt costumes and props. The event was 
characterized by originality and creativity.  The Senior category, focusing on poetic expression, had each 
member of the houses recite poems written by Tagore, with powerful expressions and intonation. Their 
costumes added to the overall effect.  

Besides exhibits of innovative language games made by the students in the classrooms  welcoming all, a 
literary feast of the finest pieces of creative writings by the students was put up on the various display 
boards, each bore testimony to the effective teaching of the language. The students’ efforts were highly 
appreciated by the Chief Guest as well as the Principal Ms. Madhulika Sen. In her speech Ms. Chawla 
lauded the efforts of the teachers who had been instrumental in instilling a love for the language, so 
evident in the enthusiastic performance. In fact, so impressed was she with the Hindi section of the school 
magazine that one of the poems on ‘Mother’ by Ridhi Dogra will be published in the next edition of the 
monthly magazine published by Madhuban. In the one act play competition, Shakti  House bagged the 



first position followed by Shanti while in the recitation, it was again Shakti House that walked away with 
the first prize, followed by Ekta. 

Card Making Competition 

Card Making Competition for the students of K.G. was  held on 6th September 2010. Children participated 
with a lot of enthusiasm. The theme for card making was “Best out of Waste”. Children used waste 
material such as straws, pencil shavings, mirror pieces etc. to create original pieces of work. 

Teachers' Day was celebrated in school as students from class XII took charge to run the 
school on 3rd Sep. 2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students of class X are supporting & are involved in Art Of Living initiative of Clean Delhi Drive from 6th 
Sep. to 12th Sep.2010 

    

ORIGAMI  

The 8th Annual Inter - School Origami Competition 2010 organised by 
Tagore International School, Vasant Vihar along with Japan Information 
Centre, Japanese Embassy was held on 28th October 2010 at Tagore 
International School, Vasant Vihar. Organised for students as well as 
teachers, more than 29 schools from  Delhi and the NCR region participated 
in the unique art of paper folding. The competition was organized for 
different age groups and had group and solo rounds for the junior, middle 
and senior categories. The themes for each of the categories ranged from 



‘My dream World’ to ‘Home Accessories’ for the Juniors, to ‘A Party Scene’ and creation of mythological 
characters or a mosaic for the senior category. The teachers had to pay tribute to Rabindranath Tagore by 
bringing alive any one of his literary works.  

Creativity and imagination was brought to the fore on the platform as the common world was transformed 
into a unique realm of imaginative thought. The judges for the competition were Mr Kojiro Uchiyama, 
Director, Japan Information Centre And Ms. Karoel, also from the Embassy of Japan. In both the events in 
the junior category, the school bagged the first position. In the Senior category, the School bagged the 
first prize in the group as well as the solo event and in the category of teachers, TIS, VV got the second 
prize, making it five prizes in the seven categories. The judges were impressed by the enthusiasm and 
skill of the young talent. The event was conducted without even a minor glitch.  

Costume Parade 

Thursday morning things looked a wee bit different in our primary section. The usually smartly children 
wore unusual clothes. On scratching a surface a little it was revealed that it is all on account of the annual 
event- ‘Costume Parade’. An event that is eagerly awaited by all the students, as they get to dress up and 
show –off their talent.  

The students of class IIIrd dressed up in costume from different parts of the world. The experience for the 
students was great. Not only were they wearing the dresses from various countries they also learnt about 
the name of the dresses, the occasions they are worn and name of the countries.  

Class IV had a very interesting topic-Traditional Dresses with a modern and Contemporary Twist. The 
various ensembles put together took our breath away. Sarees worn with waist coats and hat. A trendy 
farmer wore a kurta a pair of jeans, sneakers and a hat. Sensitive topics like green house effect were also 
touched by the children.     

Class V decided to be one with nature – The colours of the Earth was their chosen topic. The students 
interpreted the topic in their own style. A boy dressed up like a tree with flowers and birds. Another 
student became a river to depict the colour blue and talked about the problems faced by pollution.  

All in all the Costume Parade was a success and a learning experience with a lot of fun thrown in. 

Flute Recital by Dr. Hari Prasad Chaurasia  

Under the aegis of SPICMACAY, students of classes VI to XII  of 
Tagore International School,Vasant Vihar were exposed to 
India’ rich cultural heritage. On Tuesday  26th  October students of 
classes VI to IX got a wonderful opportunity to witness a flute 
recital by world renowned artist Dr. Hari Prasad Chaurasia who 
began his recital with the rendition of a Bhajan ‘Om Jai Jagdish’ on 
different scales and then went on to different ragas and Raginis. 
What made the programme special was the interactive session 
wherein the students were provided an insight into the artist’s life 
and also the varied instruments that accompanied his recital. 

The show ended with a vote of thanks and the artists being given special tokens of appreciation. SPIC-
MACAY truly managed to achieve their goal. These were truly enlightening performances which will be 
cherished by everyone for  times to come.   

 

 

 



French guests from Lycee'broce'liande on an exchange programme hosted by our students and 
teachers 

Tagore international School hosted a group of 12 students and 3 
teachers from Lycee Broceliande, a school in Guer, France as a 
part of an exchange programme. The group of teachers and 
students visited India on a 15 day trip from the 13th October 
2010 to 27th October 2010. The unique feature of this exchange 
was that each visitor  stayed with the family of the students 
hosting the. The entire fortnight was a flurry of activities to 
acquaint the visitors with Indian culture, festivals,food, traditions 
et all. After a formal welcome ceremony on the evening of 13th 
October, the visitors visited Agra where one of them commented 
that the Taj Mahal is more beautiful than the Eiffel Tower. They 
were also taken to places of worship, Havelis of old Delhi, Dilli 
Haat and were able to absorb the spirit of Delhi. In order to 

acquaint them with various aspects of education, they not only attended classes with our own students, 
but were also taken  to schools and other institutions of Delhi. The group also got to visit the Navdanya 
farm, an organic farm where they interacted animatedly  with the villagers. 

Watching Pandit Hari Prasad Chaurasia perform in the school as a part of the SPIC MACAY pragramme was 
one of the highpoints of their visit as commented by one of the students from France. 

How can visitors come to India and not visit Jaipur? Their two day trip to Jaipur convinced them that given 
a chance they would come to the land of diversity again and again. 

The culmination of the interaction was the evening on 25th October when the French ambassador to India, 
His Excellency, Jerome Bonnafont was the chief guest. He spoke on the commonalities between traditions 
of India and France. The students presented Dance performances in Bharatnatyam, Kuchipudi and Sufi 
dance styles. They also presented a violin and Mridangam recital. The students from France presented a 
dance to popular Hindi film songs to the great delight of all present. The programme ended with the 
national anthems of both France and India played on the synthesizer by one of the students.  
 His Excellency M. Jerome Bonnafont graced the farewell ceremony of Indo French students' 
exchange programme on 25th Oct.2010 

   

LEADERSHIP CAMP- 2010  

Providing a platform for the leaders of tomorrow, Tagore International School, VasantVihar, hosted 
its annual leadership camp on 1st October 2010. 

Attended by 50 cabinet members of the school the camp commenced under the competent guidance of 
Ms. Simi Srivastava. Focussing on how an individual’s environment, parents, teachers and the society at 
large play a vital role in sowing the seeds of leadership, she went on to mention how leadership traits 
manifest themselves in various forms as one moves ahead in life. Elaborating through instruction and 
example, she emphasized the need of discipline, perseverance, courage and commitment to craft 
leadership traits in oneself. After the tea break, the children through various games based on self 



introspection came to realize their inherent traits. An invigorating dance session made them understand 
the importance of being a competent leader to co-ordinate and guide the others.  

Post lunch the participants moved on to short self- analytical session- 
group discussion that helped them to understand themselves better. The 
short story sessions post evening refreshment break reiterated the 
importance of 2 C’s -commitment and compassion in every aspect of one’s 
lives – personal as well as professional. 

The camp made each one realize that leadership is an earned privilege, it is 
not a technique driven by knowledge but practiced by example, nurtured 
by compassion and pioneered by vision. 

 

Quizzical-- Interhouse Computer quiz for classes VI-VIII on 30th Nov.2010 

After a few delays, the competition has finally arrived. The inter‐house competition 
Quizzical will commence (and end) today. The four houses Shanti, Pragati, Ekta and 
Shakti  are  all  set  ready  to  go  and  prove  their  computer  knowledge.  As  the  1st 
period ends the participants rushed to the venue, the battleground, Audi‐1. As the 
audience  entered,  we  heard many  shouts  of  good  lucks  and  motivations.  This 
pumped the adrenalin  in us. Then as the bugle blew the war began with the first 
round being  ‘founders’, where questions  related  to  the  founders of  cyber‐giants 
were being  thrown at  the participants. The second  round was abbreviations. The 

participants had  to  tell  the  full  forms of  certain abbreviations. The  third  round was a visual  round where we had  to 
identify certain computer geniuses and other legends of the IT industry after seeing their picture. Ekta house by now has 
taken the lead, with the other houses lagging behind with an almost equal score. The next round too was a visual round, 
where the participants had to identify the logos of certain websites and networking sites. By now Ekta was dominating 
the competition, with the other houses trying to catch up, especially Shanti.  It was a matter of time Ekta secured the 
first position, and after  the  last  round,  the  rapid  fire,  the scores were explaining everything. Ekta, Pragati, Shakti and 
Shanti was the order being followed on the podium. Overall the competition was a fun and a learning experience.  

Painting competition of class V at Traffic Pavilion escorted by R P Lavania , chief co ordinator 
South-West Distt. Traffic Police 

                

 

 



Students of Jr. classes hugged and shared sweets  wishing each other Eid Mubarak! 

                                             

World Diabetes Day was celebrated at Tagore International School Vasant Vihar on 15 November’10 to
caution the students against the silent killer and to spread awareness about obesity and healthy eating
habits. In collaboration with the Diabetes Foundation India, Project Marg, a health awareness programme 
for the prevention of Obesity and Diabetes was launched in the school in 2008.  A variety of activities 
were  planned for this year too which included poster making by classes VI to VIII, planning and
preparation of healthy foods which included fresh juices, a variety of salads and salad dressings, planning
a healthy Tiffin and so on by students of classes III to V. The posters were put up at vantage points for all
to see. A thought provoking skit by students of class VII on the advantages of healthy eating and an 
active lifestyle was the highlight of the day. Thirty seven students along with two teachers joined a walk in
Greater Noida on 14 November as a part of Child Health Congress to create awareness about diabetes.
Union Health Minister Hon’ble Gulam Nabi Azad was present at the venue where the largest human ring in
blue was created.  

   

  
 TAGORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, VASANT VIHAR 
PREPARES LEADERS OF TOMORROW, TODAY AT ‘LEAD ON’ 

Providing a platform for the leaders of tomorrow to meet today as 
well as an opportunity for creativity and imagination to be brought 
to the fore, Tagore International School,  Vasant Vihar hosted 
its third annual Inter-School Leadership Summit ‘Lead On’ on 
3 November 2010. ‘Lead On’-  conceptualised by the Main cabinet 
‘08 batch of students, provided a platform for the Head Boys and 
Head Girls of over 21 reputed schools of Delhi and The NCR region to share their views on their vision of
leadership which could create a revolution in student governance.  

Theming the leadership summit ‘Ordinary people, Extraordinary Determination’, the representatives from
different schools had the unique opportunity to interact with people who are an embodiment of  such a 
quality , namely Ms Agatha Sangma, Minister of State, Ministry of Rural Development and Padmashree
Col. Rajvardhan Singh Rathore, AVSM, Athens Olympics silver medalist. The programme commenced with
the key-note address being delivered by Ms Agatha Sangma.  Focusing on how determination plays  a vital 
role in sowing the seeds of leadership, she went on to mention how the youth of today is a power to
reckon with due to its potential in making a difference in this competitive world. Elaborating through
precept and example, she emphasized the need for discipline, perseverance, courage and commitment to
craft leadership traits in oneself. After the powerful  Ms. Sangma,  the session continued with a Leadership 
Workshop conducted by a team of facilitators called ‘Family Vision’ that kept the representatives engaged 



in a series of activities that targeted teaching of concepts and to explore the talent of each individual. The
members broke off for lunch. Post lunch, the rejuvenated crowd had the unique opportunity to interact
with Col. Rajvardhan Singh Rathore, who shared his experiences in his flight to the top. The participants
then moved on to the much awaited event at Lead on – group discussion based on a fictitious situation. ‘If
I were the leader’ tested their decision making ability, moral values and their ability to work in a high 
pressure situation. A hypothetical situation was provided and the members had to simulate it in the real
world. This was followed by high tea followed by the valedictory function. What ‘Lead on’ made each one
realize was that good governance can be achieved with good leadership  but with leadership comes great 
responsibility and it is only ‘commitment’ - the essence of it all, that can help one achieve their targets.  

 

Food fiesta in school on 30th Dec.2010 had a  variety of delicacie
and sumptuous food enjoyed by one and all 

 

    

Christmas celebration- 2010 

Christmas is a festival which is enjoyed by everyone. This festival of 
peace and giving was celebrated with élan endowed in the students of 
Tagore International School. For the first time in life did anyone see 
processions followed by processions of santa clauses carpeting the smaller 
ground of the school. Some students of 11th grade spoke about the 
importance of this event. Madhu ma’am embraced the event by 
wearing a santa clause’s cap. The reindeers were dancing all around the 
ground and the nursery and kindergarten boys were all dressed in red, 
wearing santa clause’s costumes while the girls wore gowns and wings 
representing the fairies. Students of class 8th and above were looking at the event from the corridor while 
the younger students were enjoying the function from downstairs. Summing it all up is the fact that the 
birth of Jesus Christ has brought about a wonderful festival for us To celebrate.  

A Walk to Jama Masjid 

 Just on the eve of this year’s winter, we were informed that our trip will take 
place prior to the scheduled day and our reply was instantaneous. Yay. We 
were all set ready to walk through the streets of “Chandini Chowk”. Our walk 
began near the “Paranthe-Walli Galli” and our first session was based on 
cartography. We were told to map our way from the “Paranthe-Walli Galli” to 
the Jama Masjid. Even though it was tough our response was enthusiastic. On 
our way we noticed purely Mughal styles of architecture and British influenced 
architecture. Half way through, we were getting tired and luckily the itinerary 

called for a visit to the Jain Temple. There we learnt about the religion and also had time to rest. Our 
batteries are now charged and we were making our way to the Masjid. On our way we saw, the now 
divided by the laws of inheritance; the house of the person who built the Chandini Chowk. A few 100 
meters ahead, we can see the apex of the Jama Masjid, and in no time we reached it. The view of the Red 
Fort from the Masjid was breath-taking. We then had a session on the history of this monument of 
national importance and soon it was time to say bye to our guide, who enlightened us about the late 



Mughal emperor Shah Jahan. On our way back we finished our map only to find out it was on page 45 in 
the book “Maps of Delhi”. 

VISIT OF CHINESE PREMIER WEN JIABAO 
  

15 December 2010 would go down in the history of Tagore International School, Vasant Vihar when 
the Chinese Premier, His Excellency, Mr Wen Jiabao walked the portals of the school and paved the 
way for furthering the ‘China - India friendship’ effort. The visit to the school was part of the dignitary’s 
itinerary on the first day of his three day visit to India. The school was indeed privileged to be the only 
one to be visited by such an imminent personality where he got an opportunity to interact with the school 
children. The Chinese Premier immediately struck a chord and won the hearts of each of the student and 
teacher delegates with his informal and warm interactions. 
 
To all such questions he kept a smile on his face and answered each of them graciously.  
 
The programme began with the Principal Ms Madhulika Sen welcoming the esteemed guest, giving him a 
brief about the school’s endeavour for the past four years, to strengthen the ties between the two 
emerging super powers. HighlightIing on the need for collaboration and cooperation in the area of 
learning, she spoke about the school’s initiative to have encouraged various student and teacher exchange 
programmes with the sole intent to understand the similarities in the values, culture and history of the 
two countries. She mentioned about the school being the only Indian school to have been represented in 
the Performing art and cultural festival held at Shanghai in 2007.  

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

 
Gladly accepting one of the student’s suggestions if he could be addressed as ‘Grandpa’ Wen, the premier 
spoke on topics which varied  from Rabindranath Tagore, yoga, calligraphy to how the Chinese students 
felt about the Indian students. He said that the students in China believed that the two countries, whose 
combined population is 2.5 billion, would represent the revitalization of Asia  and would have global 
impact. Referring to Rabindranath Tagore as the Great Indian Saint poet, he added that Tagore has been 
a big influence on writers including Liang Qichao, Bing Xin and Xu Zhimo and is a household name in 
China. He described Geetanjali as a collection of religious poems, full of the message of “benevolence, 
love and high moral standards”. The Chinese Premier surprised the students with the vast knowledge he 
had of the poet. When he asked the question how much would he be graded for this he was promptly 
replied a 10-on-10. 
 
Happy to know about the introduction of Mandarin in the CBSE curriculum from 2011, he was positive that 
this meaningful step would give a boost and strengthen the bond between the two emerging economies. 
Taking the first step in this direction, he presented the school a thousand books, audio and visual material 
to help the students learn the language. The Premier himself demonstrated the traditional Chinese Art of 
calligraphy to the group of students who have been learning calligraphy in virtual classrooms through 
video conferencing with ‘The Jinyuan Senior High School’ in Shanghai, China. This video conferencing has 
been continuing on a regular weekly basis not only in calligraphy but also in yoga with the same school for 
the past two years. The Principal Ms. Sen presented a 3 - feet sculpted figure of Gurudev Tagore made by 
the renowned sculptor Ram V. Sutar, along with Tagore’s biography.  
 
The Premier sealed the ties of the two country’s friendship by writing in Mandarin ‘We are Friends Forever’ 
which later resonated in the auditorium when students were asked to not only repeat it but to believe in it 
too. 
 
Throughout the interactions the premier kept a smile on his face and answered each question graciously 



The Premier was so touched by the enthusiasm and affection displayed by the students that while on his 
way out, he turned back and reentered the auditorium in order to shake hands with them and bid them a 
special T’ye T’ye (bye-bye) which was the icing on the cake for the students. The memories would be 
cherished forever by one and all at TIS. 

FETE 

 The Fete is an event organized by the school every alternate year. 
Basically it’s a type of Winterlude, a day when all the tagoreans come 
together to celebrate the most sought after event. A Truly Memorable 
event in the history of TAGORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL. This event 
holds different stalls which hold different games for children and adults 
alike. Each standard holds two stalls managed by teachers and voluntary 
students whomanage the stalls in various time slots. Talking about stalls 
every class had done a wonderful job. From tattoosto toys and music 
buzzing 24x7.Our class 7 organized a stall which had collected a lot of 
coupons. The fete started at 11:30am in the morning and ended at 

9:00pm in the night. That was a treat for all the tagoreans. That was pure 9 ½ hrs of pure fun, all this fun 
combined at one day, 11 dec. is a day which no tagoreans – to miss this year by god’s grace a very 
glamorous, famous band, THEM CLONES perform at our school not one so much fun the school also gets a 
chance to earn a bulk amount of money in one day. Our principal so kind that after earning so much 
money she’s still not keeping with herself. She’s using that money to build new A.V Rooms and bring more 
L.C.D Projectors. We as tagoreans will remember this event forever. 
 
 

Health Check up Camp by Lifeline Laboratories organised by Hriday Shaan , an NGO working 
with  Obesity and Diabetes problems  in Indians  was set up in school on 10th Dec.2010 

                       

The Spell Vocab Challenger  

One of my biggest achievements of the year was my getting past the 
various rounds and making it to the  final round of the Spell Vocab 
Challenger in the Senior category  (classes IX to XI) The Spell Vocab 
Challenger or the SVC is an inter school competition  organized each year 
with a number of rounds held at the school and then the zonal level. At the 
school level there is a written round on the basis of which one child each is 
shortlisted for the junior and senior category who then compete in a quiz at 
the zonal level. The competition has grueling rounds and checks the 
vocabulary and the spellings of the students. We had two rounds before the 
final round. First we gave a written test in our own school. The best scorer in the whole school got 
selected for the zonals round. In the zonals round, the best scorers from all the schools in one zone of 
Delhi compete against each other. In this round, the challengers were quizzed on their vocabulary and 
spelling skills and their knowledge of idioms and similes. I was the best scorer in my school so I got 
selected for the zonal round which was held in our school where I was declared the runners-up. As both 



the winner and the runners-up of the zonal round were invited to the final round, I was also invited to it 
which was held at the Cambridge School, Srinivaspuri. The final round was similar to the zonal round 
though I found the questions tougher this time which only made sense since winning this award would be 
a great achievement. My score was the third highest out of the thirteen other contestants. Even though I 
didn't win the title of the "Spell Vocab Challenger 2010" , I am still very proud of myself for making it to 
the final round. Also this has instilled confidence in me by encouraging me for which I'm very thankful to 
the SVC guild. I also recieved two books in the zonal round and two in the final round as my prize. All four 
of these books are very knowledgable and educative. I am very grateful to all those people who helped 
me achieve this level and to the SVC guild for such an amazing and informative experience. 

Computer Prowess 2010 

 The Annual Intra class Computer competition was received with the 
expected zeal and enthusiasm by the students of junior school. After the 
preliminary selection rounds , the events concluded on 7th Dec. and 8th 
Dec. for  classes I-II and Classes III- V respectively. The events such as 
designing Book Covers, Picture story, presentations and Animation 
revolved around the theme “Tell a Tale”. The events were judged by the 
in-house competent teachers who were pleasantly surprised by the 
showcase and applauded students for their praiseworthy efforts. 

Show and Tell 

Show and Tell Competition was held on 2nd December 2010 for the students of Nursery. Children spoke 
about their favourite objects and showed them to the audience. It was great to hear the vocabulary used 
by the children while describing their favourite objects. The judges were impressed by the command over 
the language that the students exhibited. Some students stood apart from the others in the terms of the 
confidence displayed. 

Students were once again exposed to the wonderful world of Books in a Fair by Scholastic on 2nd Dec.2010 

                  

The Senior Athletic Meet  

The senior athletic meet is one of the most awaited and important events of the year. Months and months 
of preparation and efforts go into making this event memorable. This time like always there were excellent 
performances, success, new records and memories. After the shivers caused by the cold gusts of wind, the 
students made their way to the big playground, looking forward to the event. After the students sat 
house-wise, cheering for their houses, the march past began. It was led by the sports captain of our 
school. The talented participants followed their respective house captains who held the house flags high. 
The chief guest Mr. Kaushik arrived and carried out the torch lighting ceremony. He also led the Oath-
taking ceremony. He then spoke some words of wisdom to the enchanted audience. The cheerleader 
displayed sense of unity and support for their houses through their performance. The main attractions of 



the day were 100m, 200m, 400m sprint, relay, hurdle and fun races in the junior and senior categories. 
These events inspired some victories, happy moments and some disappointments. The principal and the 
chief guest awarded the medals to the winners.  The students and participants ate their refreshments 
during breaks. The ending of this wonderful day was marked by the tug of war between the house 
teachers. The points of all the houses were totaled and announced by the principal. The first position was 
bagged by Shakti house followed by Shanti, Pragati and Ekta respectively. All Tagoreans went back home 
feeling proud to be a part of this day.  

 

Chrysalis Day 
  

Classes III-VIII hosted Chrysalis 2011 , an intra-class Computer 
festival organized by Ezvidya which aims to  inculcate 21st century 
skills in young minds. This annual event  took place on 31st Jan. 2011 
,this year in the school premises. With the theme – “Our World… My 
Vision… OUR Future”. Students created  
posters , movies, animations and presentations, computer programs 
and spreadsheets depending on the softwares they have been taught 
in the entire session. They were applauded by both the judges and by 
the audience which comprised of the students themselves. The event 
was inaugurated by the Principal, Ms Madhulika Sen who 
complimented the students on their organization skills as the event 
was organized by them totally. 

  

 

GRADUATION CEREMONY 2011  

The Graduation Ceremony was held at Tagore International School, Vasant Vihar on 28th January 
2011 in the school auditorium. The day was indeed a red letter- day in the lives of the outgoing 2010-
2011 batch of Class XII students, embarking on their onward journey of life. The event was made 
memorable with Dr. (Ms) Kiran Datar, noted educationist, who has been Advisor, National Knowledge 
Commission, Govt Of India and Dean Of Colleges, University of Delhi as the Chief Guest of this august 
occasion. The ceremony commenced with the lighting of the ceremonial lamp by Dr.Kiran Datar along with 
the Principal Ms. Madhulika Sen, the Head Boy Tushar Rawal and the Cultural Captain of the school, 
Medha Gupta with the melodious chants of ‘Saraswati Vandana’ sung by the students of class XI in the 
background. The class teachers read out the personal commendations (Citations) of all the students of the 
outgoing batch of class XII- 2010-2011. The Chief Guest conferred each student with a sash and a book of 
inspirational speeches by well known personalities. The new multi- tier Student Cabinet headed by the 
present Head Girl Sakshi Jerath took over the mantle from the outgoing Head Boy Tushar Rawal and 
cultural captain in a solemn ceremony. The 20 members of the class XI Cabinet took the oath to discharge 
their duties sincerely. The prestigious  

 

 

 

           

 



Rabindra Ratna Award, the highest award of our school was given to Tushar Rawal of Class XII A for 
academic excellence , proficiency in inter and intra school expository skills and exemplary leadership 
qualities. The four students representing the different sections of class XII then shared their school 
memories with all. The Chief Guest, in her speech, referred to each child being like a flower in a bouquet, 
unique in their  fragrance and colour but contributing to the overall appeal. Through precept and example 
she apprised the students not to ever take success for granted, and consider failure as a learning for life. 
The ceremony ended with the Principal, Ms. Madhulika Sen, enumerating upon the importance of self 
confidence as an important tool to overcome all obstacles in life. She emphasized on counting success not 
by the material gains but by contributions made to the society at large.    

 The day concluded with a farewell party organized by students of class XI. The theme given to class 12 
for the evening was SHOWBIZ. They were the stars of the evening. The Mr.TIS title  was bagged by 
Prabhash Dhama and the runner up was won by Angad Oberoi while the Miss TIS was won by Nivedita 
Karki and the runner up award was bagged by Medha Gupta.This was followed by a short movie which 
refreshed  memories of the times spent together. The fun filled evening culminated with the dance floor 
coming live and then with the goodbyes, tears, hugs and best of luck wishes. Farewell 2011 was a well 
organized event and would be cherished by the outgoing batch for the good times spent in their alma 
mater. 

Primary school  celebrated 62nd Republic Day with great enthusiasm and pride on 25th 
Jan.2011 

          

 

Story Telling Competition 

Story Telling Competition was held on 21st Jan 2011. Children narrated the story with a lot of confidence. 
They used colourful props to depict their stories. Children came dressed as lions, fairies and witches. The 
stories narrated by them varied from Jack and the bean stalk, four oxen and lion, Ant and the 
grasshopper, Lion and the Rabbit to Ramayana. It was an enjoyable experience for students, teachers as 
well as the judges who were impressed with the confidence exhibited by all the students in speaking in 
front of  a large audience 

 Mrs. Loraine Caldwell- H.O.D. English & Humanities at Darwin Middle School in Australia is visiting school under 
the  
exchange programme with Australia and is hosted by Mrs. Saroj, H.O.D. Social Sciences 



   

Support Staff of the school was thanked for all their help  in a special way by the junior most Tagoreans 

   

OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN JAZZ  

We, 20 lucky students of Tagore International School, Vasant Vihar, got a once in a  life time opportunity 
to learn jazz from one of Norway’s leading jazz bands –“DABRAHI”. This workshop is a two-year project, 
at the end of which we have to perform in Norway in a proper concert. DABRAHI consists of Olav Dale 
(saxophone and flute) who has had over 35 years of experience playing jazz music, Erik H. Halvorsen 
(piano) who has performed on many records from jazz to popular music and has also released his own CD 
in 2007,TorbjØrn HillersØy (electric bass guitar) a versatile freelance guitarist has performed jazz as well 
as street jazz along with Stein Inge Brӕkhus (drums and percussion) who has received the Vossa- Jazz 
prize in 2001,and has worked as a freelance musician for the past 20 years.  

This has been possible only because of the collaboration by SPIC MACAY and RIKSKONSERTENE. 

SPIC MACAY seeks to conserve and promote an awareness of the rich and heterogeneous cultural tapestry 
amongst the youth of India through focus on the classical arts, with their attendant legends, rituals, 
mythology and philosophy and to facilitate an awareness of their deeper and subtler values.  

RIKSKONSERTENE seeks to make live music of high artistic quality accessible to everyone in the country 
as part of national cultural policies, to produce quality concert programmes and arrange tours of these 
programmes throughout Norway, both public concerts and school concerts. It is also a part of Norway’s 
international cultural policy.   

At first when we entered the Auditorium, a warm smile and a crisp handshake welcomed us, and all of our 
nervousness was gone. After that we were introduced to them and likewise we introduced ourselves along 
with telling them the instruments we play. We felt really excited when they opened new instruments and 
made the announcement that they will leave all of it in our school. Then they played some foot-tapping 
pieces and we hummed along. After this introduction, we were told, in length, about jazz and blues music. 
Subsequently, we were told the notes and chords of one of the pieces and were told to play under their 
guidance. During our learning experience, their friendliness helped us the most in grasping the song. 
Wherever we were going wrong, our mistakes were highlighted and we learned from them in the next try.  



In this way, we learned four pieces in one day and to our surprise we were 
informed that we were going to perform in front of classes VII and VIII on 
the next day. Nervousness shed its clouds all over us but the constant 
encouragement from our teachers helped us.  

 Then what followed was a strict practice schedule at home. Thus, our 
confidence increased and we were all ready to play in the concert. The next 
day, after 15 minutes practice, our audience started to make its way into 

the auditorium. After they settled, our test based on yesterday’s teaching started. Then for me, everything 
went numb and all I knew was that I had to play along with the beat. I think everybody felt like that, as 
we felt light and confident only after hearing the good comments from the audience, our teachers and the 
Norwegian band members, indirectly meaning we had passed.  

SAMAVESH- THE PERFORMING ART FESTIVAL  

What better way to pay tribute to the great Nobel Laureate Rabindranath Tagore than to have 
‘Rediscovering Tagore’ as the theme for an Art Festival? And what better way to make it more special than 
to have students presenting the various facets of Gurudev’s life and works? Well, Tagore International 
School, Vasant Vihar saw students of classes I to V present myriad hues and colours of Rabindranath’s 
life and works in a chain of events at their annual Performing Art Festival ‘Samavesh’ held on Saturday 
19 Feb’11.The festival itself, is a culmination of the year-long activities and effort made during the 
performing art and club-activity classes held on a weekly basis for the students through the session. It 
was not only the works of Tagore but also that of his contemporaries that had caught the imagination of 
these students which was all represented through music, dance, theatre, poetry, paintings, public 
speaking and an art and craft exhibition. The innovative interpretations, the riot of colours and the 
smiling, confident faces of the students set the mood for the day. The highlight was the manner in which 
this is showcased - the simultaneous presentation of the different performing arts at various venues of the 
school- the two auditoriums, the atrium, the library, and not to miss the foyer the entrances to all these 
venues. Parents, who were the guests of honor, were free to circulate to the different venues as per their 
taste and choice.  

Students of theatre of classes I to V paid tribute to Tagore as a playwright by staging his plays like 
Kabuliwala, presented by class I, Wish fulfillment, Shiburam, Tota, and Chuhe Ki Dawat by classes II, 
III,IV and V. Each of these was worth a watch. No less behind were the Public Speaking groups of each of 
these classes with their elocution of Tagore’s poetry like The Hero, Reach for the stars, Where The Mind is 
Without Fear, and some Song Collections. The Rabindra Nritya and Bengali and Rajasthani Folk by the 
Dance groups of each class were by no way an amateur’s effort. But nonetheless the one that deserved 
kudos was the technical beats in Teen Taal and Tarana performed by the students. The powerful 
renditions of Rabindra Sangeet and that too in Bengali was music to the ear. It spoke at length not only of 
the students’ caliber and ear for music but also the effort of the music teacher in making the students get 
those nuances right. The Instrumental Music students played different pieces on their synthesizers. But it 
was the exquisite beauty of the paintings and the sculptures in clay that adorned the atrium of the school 
in the art and craft exhibition that stole the show. The exhibition had four sections depicting the students’ 
interpretation of Tagore’s paintings, stories, poetry and some of the works of his contemporaries like 
Jamini Roy, Ram Kinkar Bay, Nandlal Bose, Picasso and Claude Monet. Some of his poetry like Golden 
Boat, Brink of Eternity, Where the Mind is Without Fear was depicted in models in clay and in paintings. 
Sculptures in clay and paintings brought alive the characters of Mini, the Kabuliwala and Tasher Desh. 3D 
clay models inspired by Tagore’s 2D paintings made by the students were marked by finesse and 
perfection.  Huge banners and collages depicting the portraits of Tagore in water colours and pencil 
sketches fluttered on the school walls surrounding the atrium. Picasso’s ‘Futility of war’ and Claude 
Monet’s ‘Water Lilies’, again by the students of the painting club was a feast to the eyes of the parents. 



    

The performance concluded with the Principal’s speech in which the efforts of all the participants and the 
teachers were commended. The festival did leave a lasting impression on the parents who were all too 
happy and satisfied that the school leaves no stone unturned in bringing forth the talent in each child. 

Australia-India Professional Learning programme 2011 

Ms. Loraine Caldwell, a teacher from Darwin Middle chool, Northern 
Territory, Australia visited Tagore International School, Vasant Vihar from 
17th Jan-20th Jan under the annual Australia-India Principal/ Teacher 
professional learning programme 2011. Ms. Loraine is the Head of English 
and Humanities in her school in Australia. Ms. N. Saroj will be visiting 
Australia to her school in May-June 2011. 

CHINESE PREMIER WEN JIABAO VISITS  
TAGORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, VASANT VIHAR.  

15 December 2010 would go down in the history of Tagore International 
School, Vasant Vihar when the Chinese Premier, His Excellency, Mr 
Wen Jiabao walked the portals of the school and paved the way for 
furthering the ‘China - India friendship’ effort. The visit to the school was 
part of the dignitary’s itinerary on the first day of his three day visit to 
India. The school was indeed privileged to be the only one to be visited by 
such an imminent personality where he got an opportunity to interact with 
the school children.The Chinese Premier immediately struck a chord and 
won the hearts of each of the student and teacher delegates with his 

informal and warm interactions  

To all such questions he kept a smile on his face and answered each of them graciously.   

The programme began with the Principal Ms Madhulika Sen welcoming the esteemed guest, giving him a 
brief about the school’s endeavour for the past four years, to strengthen the ties between the two 
emerging super powers. HighlightIing on the need for collaboration and cooperation in the area of 
learning, she spoke about the school’s initiative to have encouraged various student and teacher exchange 
programmes with the sole intent to understand the similarities in the values, culture and history of the 
two countries. She mentioned about the school being the only Indian school to have been represented in 
the Performing art and cultural festival held at Shanghai in 2007   

Gladly accepting one of the student’s suggestions if he could be addressed as ‘Grandpa’ Wen, the premier 
spoke on topics which varied  from Rabindranath Tagore, yoga, calligraphy to how the Chinese students 
felt about the Indian students. He said that the students in China believed that the two countries, whose 
combined population is 2.5 billion, would represent the revitalization of Asia and would  have global 
impact. Referring to  Rabindranath Tagore as the Great Indian Saint poet, he added that Tagore has been 
a big influence on writers including Liang Qichao, Bing Xin and Xu Zhimo and is a household name in 
China. He described Geetanjali as a collection of religious poems, full of the message of “benevolence, 
love and high moral standards”. The Chinese Premier surprised the students with the vast knowledge he 



had of the poet. When he asked  the question how much would he be graded for this he was promptly 
replied a 10-on-10. 

Happy to know about the introduction of Mandarin in the CBSE curriculum from 2011, he was positive that 
this meaningful step would give a boost and strengthen the bond between the two emerging economies. 
Taking the first step in this direction, he presented the school a thousand books, audio and visual material 
to help the students learn the language. The Premier himself demonstrated the traditional Chinese Art of 
calligraphy to the group of students who have been learning calligraphy in virtual classrooms through 
video conferencing with ‘The Jinyuan Senior High School’ in Shanghai, China. This video conferencing has 
been continuing on a regular weekly basis not only in calligraphy but also in yoga with the same school for 
the past two years. The Principal Ms. Sen presented a 3 - feet sculpted figure of Gurudev Tagore made by 
the renowned sculptor Ram V. Sutar, along with Tagore’s biography.  

The Premier sealed the ties of the two country’s friendship by writing in Mandarin ‘We are Friends Forever’ 
which later resonated in the auditorium when students were asked to not only repeat it but to believe in it 
too. 

Throughout the interactions the premier kept a smile on his face and answered each question graciously 
The Premier was so touched by the enthusiasm and affection displayed by  the students that while on his 
way out, he turned back and reentered the auditorium in order to shake hands with them and bid them a 
special T’ye T’ye (bye-bye) which was the icing on the cake for the students. The memories would be 
cherished forever by one and all at TIS 

Visitors from Lycee Broceliande, Guer, France under Indo-French Exchange Programme 

Tagore international School hosted a group of 12 students and 3 teachers 
from Lycee Broceliande, a school in Guer, France as a part of an exchange 
programme. The group of teachers and students visited India on a 15 day 
trip from the 13th October 2010 to 27th October 2010. The unique feature of 
this exchange was that each visitor  stayed with the family of the students 
hosting the. The entire fortnight was a flurry of activities to acquaint the 
visitors with Indian culture, festivals,food, traditions et all. After a formal 
welcome ceremony on the evening of 13th October, the visitors visited Agra 
where one of them commented that the Taj Mahal is more beautiful than the Eiffel Tower. They were also 
taken to places of worship, Havelis of old Delhi, Dilli Haat and were able to absorb the spirit of Delhi. In 
order to acquaint them with various aspects of education, they not only attended classes with our own 
students, but were also taken  to schools and other institutions of Delhi. The group also got to visit the 
Navdanya farm, an organic farm where they interacted animatedly  with the villagers. 

Watching Pandit Hari Prasad Chaurasia perform in the school as a part of the SPIC MACAY pragramme was 
one of the highpoints of their visit as commented by one of the students from France. 

How can visitors come to India and not visit Jaipur? Their two day trip to Jaipur convinced them that given 
a chance they would come to the land of diversity again and again. 

The culmination of the interaction was the evening on 25th October when 
the French ambassador to India, His Excellency, Jerome Bonnafont was 
the chief guest. He spoke on the commonalities between traditions of India 
and France. The students presented Dance performances in 
Bharatnatyam, Kuchipudi and Sufi dance styles. They also presented a 
violin and Mridangam recital. The students from France presented a dance 
to popular Hindi film songs to the great delight of all present. The 
programme ended with the national anthems of both France and India 
played on the synthesizer by one of the students.  

 



Visitors from DA QIAO Primary School Singapore 

The students from Singapore visited Tagore International School, Vasant 
Vihar on the 1 September 2010.  The students were a part of our teaching 
learning lesson. They thoroughly enjoyed their time with their counterparts in 
India. They actively participated in the class activities and discussions. They 
even gave souvenirs to the students as a remembrance of their visit to India. 

 

Shanghai International Youth Science & Technology Expo-2010 

 

Tagore International School, Vasant Vihar participated in 
the 2010 Shanghai International Youth Science and 
Technology Expo held in Shanghai from July 12th till the 
July 18th. Seven students- Abhishek Sankritik, Angad 
Oberoi,Anuja Gopidas, Lohit Guduvada, Neerja Gurnani, 
Anubhav Sheoran, Anandee Chakrabarti under the guidance 
of Mrs. Remy Kaul and Mrs. Swarnamayee Mahapatra 
presented structural models of Geodesic dome and 
Bamcrete using bamboos reducing the amount of steel and 
concrete and help fight against climate change. 17 countries – U.S.A, Mexico, U.K, Ireland, France, Italy, 
India, South Africa, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Korea, Australia, New Zealand, China –Shanghai, China 
Macao, China –Hong Kong, participated in the Expo. The Expo had events like Student’s Forum, Teacher’s 
Forum, Scientist’s Forum, a cultural programme to discuss the issues of climate change at the 
international level. The exhibits were judged by a panel of judges comprising of Scientists from Shanghai 
University who adjudged the schools project as the ‘Best Display’ out of the 34 displays, ‘Best Teacher’s 
Thesis’ and ‘Best Student Thesis’. 
 
The accommodation, food, sightseeing and other facilities was arranged by the Chinese Government for 
the Expo at Shanghai High School. Each team was provided with 1-3 English speaking volunteers. The 
Expo was officially opened at the opening ceremony that provided the delegates with some brilliant 
acrobatics show. PowerPoint presentations, group discussions, cultural evenings and the carnival kept the 
delegates busy throughout the days of the expo. The Expo provided the delegates with a lot of exposure 
and experiences to cherish for the rest of their lives. 
   Global Young Leader’s Conference(GYLC)- 2010 

Tushar Rawal, Rahul Mendiratta and Medha Gupta were a part of the 
Global Young Leaders conference(GYLC) a 12 day international 
conference organized in Washington DC and New Your. The conference 
which had 350 student representatives from all over the world began in 
Washington DC where multiple simulations of the World Trade 
organization and the UN were conducted. In one such simulation Tushar 
Rawal was elected as the Chairman and Medha Gupta as the Assembly 
Co-coordinator. Through these the representatives understood the 
working of the World Trade Organisation and various organs of the UN 
life the Security Council and the General Assembly. Besides visits to the 

World Bank, the U.S department of state and the UN Headquarters itself made the trip an enriching and 
memorable one.    

 



 

 

 

 

Jenesys Exchange programme-2010 

Samin Batra of class IX A had the great opportunity of visiting Japan, Land 
of Rising Sun, under the JENESYS (Japan East Asia Network of Exchange for 
students and Youths) programme. It was a beautiful Wednesday morning 
when he landed by Japan airlines at the Nartia airport. In Tokyo, he visited 
many places famous for electronics such as the Shinjuku market and the 
Ginzu as well as the Panasonic center. He also visited the Tsuruoka city in 
Yamagata prefecture. The programme in Tsuruoka city included a two day 
home stay with a resident family of Japan, visits to a High School, a cherry 
orchard as well as a climb to Mount Haguro. He found the local residents 
warm, kind and helpful. The experience was enriching and educative as a lot was learnt about Japanese 
culture and history during the stay in Japan. The trip was Samin’s best experience in life and would be 
cherished forever.  

People to People World Leadership Forum at Washington 

The world is shrinking into a global village and teachers and students of 
Tagore International School, Vasant Vihar had unparalleled opportunities 
during the summer break of the session 2010-2011 to learn and grow by 
being part of a varied number of exchange programmes to foreign land. 

            Niharika Bhardwaj of class VII C was a part of the people to 
people World Leadership Forum held at Washington DC from June 21 to 
26, 2010. The only Indian student delegate in a group of 950, the 
programme targeted enhancement of leadership skills by exploring 
famous places which are closely associated with influential figures in US 

history. These included visits to Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, the Smithsonian Museums, the Holocaust 
Museum, besides many memorials. The nightly leadership meetings had discussions of the day’s events, 
interactions with other student leaders and journaling. The delegates were divided into three groups, each 
being put up in different hotels in Washington. 

            All in all, it was an enriching experience.   

China Beckons teachers of Tagore International School, Vasant Vihar for an Exchange 
programme 

In the words of Confucious “Travel is the best form of Education” 
and the significance of travel for imparters of education cannot be 
undermined. With this idea in mind, six teachers of Tagore 
International School, Vasant Vihar were chosen for a teacher - 
exchange programme with Jinyuan High School, Shanghai. This trip 
was a sequel to the visit of a group of Chinese teachers of the same 
school in the month of January. The five- day trip to Shanghai was 
marked by interactions between Indian teachers and Chinese students as well as among Chinese, Indian 
and visiting Australian teachers and students who were also a part of the exchange programme. The 
interactions saw academic and cultural ideas being exchanged discussion and implementation of teaching 



methodologies in order to make the experience enriching and fulfilling. Besides presentations, lecture and 
demonstration classes were also a part of the organized events. The tour also included site seeing in 
Shanghai and Beijing and a visit to Expo 2010. The teachers returned with new ideas and experiences 
which they plan to share and implement in the new academic session. 

VISIT TO CAIRO BY TWO STUDENTS AS JURY MEMBERS FOR CHINH FILM FESTIVAL 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the 3rd of March, Advaya Shukla and Miheek Rao were short-listed and selected by Chinh to attend the 
20th Annual Film Festival held in Cairo, Egypt. 
  
The Film Festival is a unique initiative which exposes children to the world of film-making. The festival 
gets children from all over the world to judge various films and see how the children think and react to 
different films. On the first day of the festival, they were allotted uniforms representing the group they 
belonged to. Miheek represented the ‘Animation and TV Programs’ Jury, while Advaya represented the 
‘Long and Short Feature films’ Jury.  
  
They gathered at the Opera House, for the Opening Ceremony of the Film Festival. The brilliant lighting 
and amazing set-up left everybody on the edges of their seats for the entire show. The Opening Ceremony 
was hosted by three children: One speaking in Arabic, the local language, the other translating it into 
French, and the third, translating both to English. The three called upon the directors from different 
countries, participating in the Film Festival, and honoured them. 
  
On the 11th of March, they attended the Festivals’ closing ceremony. The show was even more exciting 
than the Opening Ceremony. The directors were given the awards they deserved. Roadside Romeo finally 
did make it to the first position. Miheek and Advaya were indeed proud to be Indians that day!  
 
After viewing so many films, and from different countries, they understood the significance of a good 
script and screenplay in a film. 

Visitors from our partner School Jinyuan Senior High School, 
Shanghai, China 

The school played host to the Jinyuan Senior High school from China. 
Five teachers and the Deputy Principal of the school who were a part 
of an ongoing exchange programme between the two schools were 
given traditional welcome as they walked into the portals of TIS. In 
her welcoming address, the principal Ms. Madhulika Sen spoke of the 
earlier interaction between the schools in the form of video 
conferencing for the classroom teaching of calligraphy and yoga.As a 
step forward exchange of teaching techniques will now be exchanged when five teachers from TIS will go 
to Shanghai in May. 

The visitors comprising of Mr.Meng Fangang, Deputy Principal,Mr. Sun Shimin, Head of the Department,IT, 
Mr. Zheng Baiyi,Physics teacher, Mr. Lu Gaoyuan, Deputy Head of Studies,Ms. Sun Wenxia,English teacher 



and Ms.Yao Peili , English teacher were indeed impressed by their observations. They visited the various 
subject labs, class rooms and interacted with the students and teachers.  

 

 

Virtual Classrooms 

Students of Tagore International School, Vasant Vihar, have been interacting with their Chinese 
counterparts from Jinyuan High School in Shanghai, through video conferencing and have established 
virtual classrooms in order to learn from each other. Our early morning Yoga sessions are now held 
jointly with classrooms in China and vice-versa for calligraphy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              The Commonwealth Games 2010  

The Commonwealth Games 2010 brought a new look to Delhi.  Our students also participated 
actively in these games, not as athletes, but in a different way.  A troupe of  30 students put 
up an Indian rock musical, ‘Outfoxed!’ to welcome the South African delegation.  Our Class XI 
and XII students worked as guides for tourists at Qutub Minar during the Games.  They were 
highly commended by the visiting delegates for their knowledge, courtesy and politeness. 

    

 Celebration of Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore’s 150th anniversary in Shanghai 

Keeping the TIS flag flying high, 32 of our students from Classes V to X will be presenting a 
dance – drama, ‘Bhanushinger Padabali’ composed by Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore, in 
Shanghai in May 2011.  Fourteen students of Jinyuan Senior High School Shanghai, our sister 
school in China, will also be a part of this performance.  They will be taught the dances 
through video conferencing by our teachers. 

 

   Students to be jury members of International Film Festival in Berlin 

Making waves at the international level are also our younger students, who are a part of the 
jury that decides on International Children’s Films.  Four students and one teacher will be 
attending a 5-day conference in Berlin in June 2011, where they will be part of an 
international jury and judge an average of 20 films a day. 

 



   

 

    Virtual Classrooms with Dragonfly School, Texas 

‘Hriday Shaan’ the NGO dedicated to propagating the importance of good health amongst 
youngsters in schools, is associated with organizations in the United States of America too.  
Impressed by the kind of work TIS is doing in this field, the Dragonfly School in Texas has 
expressed a desire to start virtual classrooms and physical exchanges of students and 
teachers with our school.  The talks are in the initial stages and should translate into 
something concrete by July 2011. 

 

 


